Abstract-Securing the communication channels only, cannot guaranty end-to-end security in SOA based systems. To provide complete security, there is need to provide security at application level for SOA based systems. But it is a great challenge for the developer of the web services to implement the security during development of the web services. In this paper we have proposed a model, which will automate the generation of security policies for web services. This system will facilitate and enable the developers of the web services, to generate and implement security policies during the development of the web services, without having intensive knowledge of the security domain and the underlying system. The proposed system will also make the application level experts independent of the security experts for the generation and implementation of the security policy for the development of the web services.
INTRODUCTION
Requirement engineering is considered as one of the most critical phases in software engineering, specifically, in software design and development. If errors are introduced at the requirement stage, then they remain undetected till the later stages of software development process and [1] . Requirement engineering addresses the issues of requirement collection to design and develop the desired software. Requirement engineering has a direct impact on all the stages of software development including software design, architecture, implementation, testing and deployment. Software architecture deals with design and development of the abstract level structure of the software. It consists of a number of architectural elements like components and connectors, which are assembled in such a way to satisfy the functional and performance requirements [2] . There are a number of architectural styles or patterns used by the software architects including layered systems, event-based, objectoriented, data-abstraction and implicit invocation, etc. Although these styles provide sufficient space of architectural choices to the architects, but alongside pose challenge for the architects to realize the tradeoffs while selecting the best suitable style in a particular situation and environment [3] .
There is a remarkable difference among the development of traditional software and SOA based application, especially at design and analysis phase. SOA application requires undergoing analysis and design phases. Analysis phase produces candidate services from the business requirements. Business analysts and service architects emphasize on the usage of standards to refine the candidate services. Therefore, the formal definition of business processes is very important in SOA. The testing and development phase of SOA, however, are similar to the traditional development processes [4] .
SOA is a set of services which are the collections of software component and carry out business process independently. Services must have the properties like loose-coupling, self-containment and should have well defined independent interfaces. Self-containment of the services mean it would be able perform their functionality independent of the other services. Loose-coupling mean services communicate with each other through sending messages and are not aware of technical details of other collaborator services [5] . The flexible and modular designs of software applications have a negative impact on the security of software applications [6] . SOA design principles provide guidelines for developing interoperable and agile service logic, which includes composition, discoverability, statelessness, independence, loosecoupling, abstraction, and reusability and service contract [7] .
Although the information security standards like identification, authentication, authorization, confidentiality, integrity and availability have same connotation in SOA based applications, but the agile implementation of SOA makes it difficult to ensure secure SOA implementation within the organizations. There is a lesser possibility for successful implementation of secure SOA without specific information security guidelines [8] . There is a need for web service architecture that can control all the levels of web service stack which may include: describing, registering, managing, monitoring, deploying, wrapping, and discovering fundamental software components to selfrepeatedly composing software [11] . The QoS attributes like performance, scalability, accounting and security plays a vital role for web services of different business domains [14] . The reputation and trust of data intensive services in cloud computing have generated important issues e.g., trust evaluation in collaboration services becomes a challenge. To represent service collaboration for data intensive services, the concept of service collaboration graph has been used in [15] .
Securing the communication channels cannot guaranty end to end security in SOA based systems. Application level security plays a vital or key role to enable end to end security implementation in SOA. To deal with SOA security at application level, there is a need for expertise of two domains like security domain expertise and application domain expertise. There is a very rare possibility that a single person is equipped with both expertise in security domain and application domain. It is a great challenge for the developer of the web services to implement the security modules during development of the web services. To handle this issue, different researchers has proposed various techniques to facilitate the application domain experts to implement security standard for web services during its development.
Next section provides an abstract view that business and security requirements in the form of security goals are mapped into security policies, which will be implemented by the web services developers.
Business Requirements (Security goals) ↕ Security Modules ↕ Security Configuration ↕ Policy generation ↕ Implementation
The above figure provides some basic idea to convert security relevant business requirements into security polices, which can be easily implemented by the web services developers. First the security goals for the business are identified, then these requirements are categorized into different security modules like identity management, confidentiality, Integrity, authentication and authorization. Next step is the configuration of above modules by applying different approaches like pattern oriented etc. further these patterns will be used by the application to generate the security policies in an automated way. Finally generated polices will be implemented by application developer for web services.
In this paper we propose a model, which will automate the generation of security policies for web services. This system will facilitate and enable the developer of the web services, to generate and implement security policies during the development of the web services, without having intensive knowledge of the security domain and the underlying system. The proposed system will make the application level experts independent of the security experts for the generation and implementation of the security policy for the development of the web services.
Previously some of the researchers has worked on the automatic generation of security polices and provided some basic information to enable the developer of the web services, to develop and implement security policies without having intensive knowledge of the security domain and the underlying system. These approaches have a number of limitations and are not mature enough to be implemented. [12] has proposed a model driven technique to generate the security policies for web services which can be easily implemented by developers of web services. But their proposed system still need for a security expert to provide some basic information about the security domain and help in the enforcement of a particular security policy to achieve the security goals for the web services. Similarly architecture for the security advisor has been proposed by [13] . It consists of an algorithm, which selects a pattern and generates an enforceable policy for given security requirements. In other word it facilitates and enables the developers of the web services to choose the security goals, generate and implement security policies with having complete knowledge of the underlying system. But proposed architecture is still depended on the security experts to capture the basic security knowledge into security pattern and application needs to be preconfigured by the security expert. To generate the security policies, it uses the Apache axis2 as application server for web services which has some limitations like complexity from user point of view and not full support for JAX-WS. But comparatively we will use the Apache CXF for enforcing standards for policy generation. Usage of Apache CXF has the following advantages over the Apache axis2.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the literature survey on application level security in SOA is provided in section II. A proposed system is discussed in section III. Evaluation of the proposed system is provided in section IV. Finally, we conclude in section VI along with potential future directions to this research.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
According to [9] Security requirements models are used by Model driven security (MDS) approach at abstract level to generate security policies automatically. These policies are used for security services configuration. The MDS solutions focus on a single security pattern for each security requirement. This is not enough because the current Cloud and SOA services are distributed among different heterogeneous security domains and continuously changing infrastructure. It need multiple security pattern support for single security requirement. To present such security services whose configuration support for different security patterns is still a challenging task. To solve this problem author has presented a framework that adds and integrates a new layer "security pattern refinement layer" to existing MDS layers. The security pattern refinement layer helps to configure a single security service with various patterns. This framework has been properly validated by applying on healthcare system. But the proposed system is still dependable on the security domain experts and not clearly mentioned how to automate the generation of security artifacts/policies.
Menzel et al. [10] has found that although to represent security requirements as Security policies can insure the flawless usage of services. But as specification of the web services are complex, so it is a tricky and error prone task to practically implement the security policies. The proposed system will facilitate the mapping of architectural models representing simple security goals into security policies by Model driven technique. Security configuration patterns of the web services play major role in mapping process. The SOA meta model of the security configuration patterns provide a foundation to describe the objects and their association at the modelling layer. This system will also provide a formal pattern structure and to specify these pattern(s), a domain specific language was used.
Imamura et al. [8] has stated that the current tools used for the configuration of security assets of the web services presents a technology aspect, where user must fill the gap between configuration and security needs manually. This leads to misconfiguration problem and extra configuration costs. Author introduces the SOA and MDA and presented a framework for polishing the user's security requirements by using the idea of SOA and MDA. In this framework the users describe their requirements using the given vocabulary list and then transform these requirement step wise into details requirements. After getting sufficient details of the security requirements, the users select the countermeasures and transform them into a required level of details. Using a policy language the users illustrate these details and uses best practice patterns for linking the gap between these levels. The future work includes extending the tool and framework and also developing an easy to use way to select an appropriate pattern from those currently available.
Some of researchers have presented techniques used to automate the security policies generation e.g., [12] has proposed an idea of meta model driven security mechanism to ease the task of web services developers to implement security in the web services. Security meta model give a base for exchange of information and model interactions. These also illustrate the fundamental objects, associations and related roles in service oriented architecture. But it is still dependent on the security domain experts to generate and configure all the security patterns and there is no way to dynamically add and configure new security patterns.
Architecture for the security advisor has been proposed in [13] . It consists of an idea and workflow for generating security policy automatically for web services, which selects a pattern and generates an enforceable policy for given security requirements. In other word it facilitates and enables the developers of the web services to choose the security goals and configure the security module without having complete knowledge of the underlying system. But proposed architecture is still depended on the security experts to capture the basic security knowledge into security pattern and application needs to be preconfigured by the security expert. To generate the security policies, it uses the Apache axis2 as application server for web services which has some limitations like complexity from user point of view and not full support for JAX-WS. Usage of Apache CXF has the following advantages over the Apache axis2. i) CXF uses standard API's while axis2 in general uses proprietary things. ii) CXF is more responsive to the users issues and ensure the quick availability (release fixpacks every month or after 2 months) of the "fixpacks" to the user, while axi2 has least compatibility for older version and slow (user have to wait from 9 or 10 months to get complete patches) response to the user issues . iii) Apache CXF is well advised for those who use Spring framework because CXF have a better integration for spring framework. CXF is considered as more embeddable into other applications. iv) Performance wise both apache axis2 and apache CXF are comparable but in case, when you use JAXB API's then CXF is faster than axis2.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this section we propose a model, which will help to automate the generation of security policies for web services. This system will facilitate and enable the developer of the web services, to implement security policies during the development of the web services, without having intensive knowledge of the security domain and the underlying system. The proposed system will make the application level experts independent of the security experts for the generation and implementation of the security policy for the development of the web services. The above figure shows the basic architecture of our proposed system, which is partitioned into four different layers including, security infrastructure layer, Business Logic Layer, Processing Layer and Interaction or application layer.
A.
Infrastructure Layer SOA infrastructure security has vital role in providing security to the web services. Infrastructure layer includes authentication, access-policy administration, access policy resolution and auditing etc. Enforcement of access policy is unluckily access policy resolution, auditing and administration are owned by different people other than developers of the business logic, changes at different times and different rates. The main benefit of separating infrastructure layer from the business logic layer is that, in case of any compliance or change in the security requirement, to adopt modification in access policy without need in the business logic of the web services. For example, consider the following scenario of Order Management of the Component Service, in which access policy for the above scenario (Component Order Management Component Service) are described as: i)
Order can only be entered by those people, who have a "broker" role, ii)
Order can only be updated by the owner or a manager of the owner of the order and iii)
Order can only be read by the owner, manager of the owner or a subject of the owner with the role of "reconcile". In the given scenario the task of the order management development, the developers are required to highly focus on how to implement the order management services most efficiently. The resolution of access policy requires accessing the proper contextual information. The policy resolution shows wither to deny or permit the given request, which is enforced by the policy enforcement according to the decision on the request. To provide effective and practical SOA security infrastructure should allow distributed access-policy resolution by using various distributed objects of the resolution service, because the centralized access policy resolution has some scalability, availability, and performance related issues.
The auditing of access policy is needed for composite service and component service as well or the business process which invokes the component services and auditing is especially valuable for SOA based environment. There are very controlled and limited use of the application functions in non SOA based environment. On the other hand SOA based environments, the services will may called from very unpredictable and diverse ways. Auditing is a critical tool to predict issues, before they occur and locate the basic reason of problems when they do occur. Infrastructure layer also consists of application server for web services which is named as apache CFX. Apache CXF provide and enforces standards for policy generation.
B.
Business Logic Layer Business logic layer is the second layer of proposed system and consists of: security pattern repository, security policy formulation module and security policy standard provider and enforcer: i) Security pattern repository is used to store different security patterns generated at the processing/operational layer. It communicates with security pattern generation and configuration module and on the other side it will communicate with security policy formulation module by providing the required security pattern(s). ii) Security formulation module: this module plays a key role in the security policy creation and is the major focus of this research. After data processing requirements and security requirement has been captured in the security patterns and refined, the security formulation module is used to generate enforceable policy based and knowledge captured in the security patterns. iii) Policy standard component of business logic layer provide and help in enforcement of security policy standards. The detailed work flow of the security policy formulation module is shown in Figure 2 . researcher has focus on idea, to automate the policy generation process and has provided some basic information and future plans. Menzel and Meinel, has proposed a meta-model based technique to generate the security policies for web services which can be easily implemented by developers of web services. But their proposed system still need for a security expert to provide some basic information about the security domain and help in the enforcement of a particular security policy to achieve the security goals for the web services. The proposed system does not provide complete information about how to generate and implement web services security polices with least required effort and lack of discussion of the automatic generation of security policies.
The system proposed by Menzel et al. [10] will facilitate the mapping of architectural models representing simple security goals into security policies by Model driven technique. Security configuration patterns of the web services and their Meta model provide a foundation to describe the objects and their association at the modelling layer. This system will also provide a formal pattern structure and to specify these pattern(s), a domain specific language was used. On the other hand for the proposed system, to secure web services, possibly there is a need for knowledge of the domain experts to devise a proper plan. Pattern engine is at initial stage, providing limited functionality and need further enhancement. The proposed system is unable to provide full information about how to generate and implement web services security polices and lack of discussion of the automatic generation of security policies.
Similarly architecture for the security advisor has been proposed by Schnjakin et al. [13] . The security advisor is an idea of an application which will enable automated generation of security policies. It selects a pattern(s) preconfigured by the security domain experts and generates an enforceable policy for given security requirements in an automated way. But on the other side the proposed architecture is still depended on the security experts to capture the basic security knowledge into security patterns and application needs to be preconfigured by the security experts. There is a possibility to have a new pattern(s) which is required to achieve a certain security goal or handle a security challenge(s), to generate and configure this new pattern, there is need to consult with security experts. In the proposed system a workflow for the automation of security policy has been presented without providing any proper algorithm or interface. To generate the security policies, it uses the Apache axis2 as application server for web services which has some limitations like complexity from user point of view and not full support for all plate forms like JAX-WS.
Our proposed system will not only combine most of the functionality provided by the system presented by Menzel et al. [10] , Menzel and Meinel [12] , and Schnjakin et al. [13] , but also proposed some additional changes to enhance the SOA security policy generation and to automate this process. The proposed system will not be depended on the security domain experts for capturing security related information in to the security patterns and their configuration. New pattern can be generated and configured as per requirement easily and dynamically. Further comparatively we will use the Apache CXF for enforcing standards for policy generation. Apache CXF will solve the issues faced while using apache axis2 like multi-plateform support and will reduce the complexity from usability point of view. This system will generate security policy in both machine readable format like XML and normal text form.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Due to the agile nature of SOA, it is difficult to ensure the secure implementation of SOA within the organizations. Most of the techniques proposed in the literature focus on the use of security patterns, which provide some basic concept and understanding about the security domain needed for the web services developers. But, it is still a challenge for the developers of the web services to implement security modules for the web services.
In this paper we have proposed a model, which will enable the developers of the web services to automatically generate the security policies for web services. This system will also facilitate the developer of the web services, to implement security policies during the development of the web services, without having thorough knowledge of the security domain and the underlying system. The proposed system will make the application level experts independent of the security experts for the generation and implementation of the security policy for the development of the web services. In future, we intend to look into the possibility of further refinement/enhancement of the automatic generation of security policy so that developers can implement security policies on the fly. Using pattern engine [10] Generate policy in XML form -Generate Security policy in both XML and normal Text form
